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Abstract
Since the last oil spill in USA and Mexico cause devastating ecological crisis and
economic impacts which posed threat to human all around the world, ROVs has took
important roles during this severe accident and finally with the assistance of ROVs,
the catastrophe was eventually tackled. In reality, ROVs does not only help us deal
with accidents happening under sea, but also bring us to learn more about the
underwater world.
Team description
ENS is 2011’s final work accomplished by a group of ROV enthusiasts in Keang
Peng School in different respects in designing, building, organizing, planning, testing,
work recording as well as report making.
Experiments implemented
Beside building ROV based on this year’s theme, we have launched three
experiments we have never tried before, that is, optimizing ROV’s navigation system
with different thrusters mounting, skew-correcting system as well as enhancing the
reflection performance of ROV’s tether.
The first and the second improvement is meant to gain more efficiency and
convenience of use compared with the traditional thruster mounting arrangement
we used to install on our ROV.
Secondly, we make a first attempt to utilize simply a 3-axis accelerometer to
gauge the intensity of stream flow and steady ROVs in a fixed station by output
particular amount of thrust fighting against water flow.
Lastly, covering reflective materials on tether aims at making tether more visible
so that we can easily spot the entangled tether, hereby, simplify the tether untying
process.
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Design rationale--Task
Task #1: Remove the damaged riser pipe
First, we are going to deploy ROV to the work site
and attach the U-bolt with a homemade hook which is
tied with long fishing line and held by one of our group
members. As expected, ROV will be maneuvered to pull
the Velcro strip away from the damaged riser pipe and
move the cut-off portion from the work area, like what
ROV did to rescue underwater organism from Mexico
deep water oil spill. Lastly, our team leader who is in
charge of ROV’s launching will pull the damaged riser
pipe away from the working area.

Task #2: Cap the oil well
We are going to use a two function manipulator
installed at the front of our ROV to take off the hose
line from the top kill manifold and place it into the
port of the wellhead, which is considered as the act
of retrieve the spilling crude oil. For precise
maneuver operations of manipulator, we specially
install a camera for sheer easily to maneuver
manipulator. Then use our homemade mechanical

Mock-up of the venue of Task
#1

rotator, so called “turner” (Figure 1), which is built
Mock-up of the venue of Task #2
with a 3V high torque gear motor, to turn the valve
wheel three rounds so as to stop water flow from spilling.
After that, we have to bring ENS to the surface as
quickly as possible and place the cap in the
manipulator stably. Lastly, we deploy ENS to the
working venue and install the cap onto the
wellhead and accomplish Task #2.

Figure 1: Wheel turner
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Task #3: Collect water samples and measure depth
The core of Task #3 are measuring the depth (length
from the bottom to ROV) and sampling liquid sample from
the soft bottle. After determining the depth we are
supposed to reach by interpreting the graph given, we use
a waterproofed laser pointer to determine the water level,
then we came to use ultrasonic sensor to emit ultrasound
and receive the reflected ultrasound, having the time slot
between the ultrasound transmission and reception, we
can readily calculate the distance between the bottom and
ROV with the formula

S=V*t

Figure 2: Liquid sucker

S is defined as the distance between the bottom and ROV, t is defined as the
time slot between ultrasound transmission and reception and V is defined as the
definite Velocity at which ultrasound travels in water.
After that, we station ROV near the sample container at the certain level shown
from the plot, then using two gear-motor-driven syringes (Figure 2) to suck the liquid
sample as much as possible to the sample container. Finally, return the sample to the
surface.
However, when we put the module into practice, it malfunctions. Knowing there
is not enough time for us to repair the module, we decided to use a finished product
of depth meter for this task. We have planned to dig deep and figure out the fault of
the module after the competition.
Task #4: Collect biological samples
Although Task #4 seems to be a less complicated mission compared with the
previous ones, we always keep in mind that to grip a rigid sample and convey it to
the surface is not as undemanding as we thought. Learning a lesson of last year’s
failure, we prefer to make use of a two function manipulator though four tasks. We
are going to collect one sample of each of the following items one by one, that is, sea
cucumber, glass sponge, and Chaceon crab and then return them to the surface.
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Critical thinking before ROV building
Problems found
Most of the current ROV has fairly simple design on their propulsion systems,
mainly designed to move forward and make turns. Therefore, we can only depend on
the mechanical arm design when we need them to do some operations demand
larger power and great flexibility, resulting in the bulky mechanical arm which will
increase the cost and the ROV’s weight but reduced significantly its ability on doing
detailed operations.
We have participated in the ROV competition held in Hong Kong, finding that
there’s a difficulty when applied the common propulsion system: if the robot is asked
to fetch the object near it, it must move backward first, turn towards and then move
forward, not only wasting time but also difficulty to control and easy to make
mistakes. If we could have a more comprehensive propulsion system which allows us
to translate our ROV, it will terribly facilitate the process of the whole operation.
We have also found that the ROV will often yaws and shifts sideways off course
because of the water flow. When we are desired to station ROV in a relatively fixed
position, doing some mission like grubbing small sample from the bottom or some
mission requiring observation, the bad impact of water flow cannot be omitted.
The ROV’s entangled tether in the deep ocean will cause serious consequences.
If we can’t unfasten the wire got stuck by the rocks or other barriers when the ROV is
locate in the deep ocean where frogman can’t reach, the ROV will probably be
wrecked. Furthermore, we have searched out some problems on the ROV’s tether
got stuck with the searched geography and things, which means it is common to
have jammed wire of ROV in the deep ocean.
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Observation and asking questions
After the failure we faced in the last ROV competition, we started to think about
how to enhance the navigation performance of ROV with affordable cost.
Existent problems to be addressed
1. General propulsion systems are difficult to use due to limited maneuver options,
which make our ROV pilot take a great deal of time to get used to it.
2. Remotely Operated Vehicles become unstable because of constant water flow
under sea, making ROV deflect and run side off course, which caused a big
trouble for sheers to overcome when sheers are desired to keep station to
accomplish complicated mission required the use of manipulator.
3. Remotely Operated Vehicles easily gets entangled in underwater obstacles due to
low invisibility, which may increase the possibility of ROV reclaiming failure.
Hypothesis
1. After do some internet searching, reading reference books from libraries as well
as getting pieces of consultants from our mentors. We have set up the element
idea of the problems solutions in three respects.
2. We attempt to invent or find a propulsion system which is versatile for movement,
easy-to-build and can be constructed with low price.
3. We could consider water flow as the main culprit of deflection of ROV, so we
conceived that if we can get the direction and the force of the water flow, we can
control thrusters to generate thrust fighting against the water flow; therefore,
achieve the engineering goal of station keeping.
4. We decided that enhancing the visibility of ROVs’ tether and improving the
lighting system of ROVs would help pilots more easily to trace tethers. It will
simplify the process of searching the tether once it got entangled.
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Enhanced Navigation System for ROV
In order to augment the stability of operations of remotely operated
underwater vehicles, Enhanced navigation system for Remotely Operated
Underwater Vehicle is a project focusing on researches on determining the best
propulsion system for its versatile movement, enhancing stability of ROV as well as
simplifying the tether untying process in sea. Mainly, we have launched three
experiments related to those three respects.
Experiment#1
We have tested two mainstreams of propulsion systems with entirely different
thrusters mounting arrangement in order to find out the specifications of. For
comparison, we measured the thruster, velocity in each parallel motion and angular
velocity in each rotational motion respectively, and determine the best one for
versatility by kinetic energy.
Experiment#2
Secondly, considering constant and shift water flow would cause troubles while
ROVs desire to stay relatively still for observation, we attempted to utilize simply an
accelerometer to measure the intensity and orientation of stream flow, and steady
ROVs in a fixed station by producing the particular thrust to fight against the
interfering water stream.
Experiment#3
Lastly, knowing many accidents during operations are related to tether getting
entangled in undersea obstacles, we tried to find out a material having excellent
performance of light reflection in water which help us more easily spot and untie the
entangled cable while the cable is covered with that material with high light
reflection performance. In the experiment, we gauged the illumination of seven
potential cloths and paints from our daily necessaries in water to determine the light
reflection performance of each.
In conclusion, this project mainly contributes to research on improvements of
ROVs’ navigation system. More importantly, we provide fundamental and intelligible
method of building a ROV with high performance at a low cost to those who are
aspired to engage themselves doing nature science research using ROVs.
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Experiment #1
Experiment goal
This experiment is aimed at finding the different specifications between the
normal propulsion system and a much more sophisticated propulsion system of ROV,
then, find out the most efficient and versatile one for ROVs which are proper for
sophisticated motion and ease of use.
Preparation
Experimental apparatus: A ticker-tape timer, a timer, a set of scales.
Experiment venue
A round water pool with depth of 1.5 meters and diameter of 4 meters, which
located in our high school’s car park.

Everything is ready, GO!

Testing in the water pool

Figure3: Testing venue
Experiment Procedures
Firstly, we powered one thruster in water with an electricity power source
integrated with a current scope and voltage scope, then record the electric current(I)
and voltage(U) consumed and reckoned the electric power consumed with P=UI .
This phase of experiment would help us roughly estimate the total consumption of
electric power of four thrusters for the next step’s experiment.
Secondly, we built a Remotely Operated Vehicle called ENS which can adapt two
different thruster arrangements consist of totally four thrusters, please see Figure 4.
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Thirdly, we measure the weight of ENS with a scales, it weights 13KG.
Fourthly, we ran the Remotely Operated Vehicle with an electricity power
source, and recorded the electric current and voltage consumed, as well as the
average velocity or angular velocity (both are uniform motion in water a few second
after accelerating because of drag of water) of relating motions with a ticker-tape
timer and a timer, for instance, going forward, going backward and turning. Kinetic
energy can be worked out with the formula of theorem of kinetic energy, E=0.5mv^2
and E=0.5Iw^2, where m is defined as the mass of ROV, v is defined as the velocity of
ROV, I is defined as the moment of inertia of ROV and w is defined as the angular
velocity of ROV. Although the moment of inertia can’t be found out easily, it doesn’t
really matter because the data is only for comparison between two types of
horizontal propulsion systems.

Figure 4: The left one is a normal horizontal propulsion system while the right one is a
sophisticated one
Data Record in the following table for comparison.
Normal horizontal propulsion system
I is defined as moment of inertia.
Motion

Velocity
/angular
velocity

Current

Voltage

kinetic
energy

electric
power

Go Forward

33.0cm/s

9.0

12

0.70J

108W

Go Backward

20.0cm/s

8.0

12

0.26J

96W

Spin clockwise

1.2rad/s

8.7

12

(0.72I )

104.4W

J
Spin
counterclockwise

1.2rad/s

8.7

12

(0.72I)
J

104.4W
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Sophisticated horizontal propulsion system

Motion

Velocity /
angular
velocity

Current

Voltage

kinetic
energy

electric
power

Go Forward

24.6cm/s

9.0

12

0.39J

108W

Go Backward

16.86cm/s

8.0

12

0.18J

96W

Shift left

22.81cm/s

8.3

12

0.338J

99.6W

Shift right

20.4cm/s

8.3

12

0.27J

99.6W

Spin clockwise

1.58rad/s

8.7

12

(1.248I )
J

104.W

1.526rad/s

8.7

12

Spin
counterclockwise

(1.164I)

104.4W

J

Data Analysis and discussion
After recording the data in the table above respectively, we mainly compare the
efficiency in light of the kinetic energy generated with almost the same electric
power. So we can see the normal propulsion system has high efficiency of going
forward and going backward, while sophisticated horizontal propulsion system has
the advantages of versatility of movement. We can also see apparently from the
diagram that sophisticated propulsion system also has sophisticated emotion
available, so we think that sophisticated propulsion system sacrifices 44.29% of
kinetic energy of moving forward and 30.77% kinetic energy of moving backward for
flexibility in moving and navigation.
In conclusion, it is hard to tell which propulsion system is better than the other,
it depends on what missions we want ROVs to accomplish. For example,
sophisticated propulsion system is ideal for complicated movement required for
scrutiny in wrecks and debris, while the normal type of propulsion system is a good
choose when you want ROVs to convey payloads or examples to destinations as quick
as possible. Sophisticated propulsion system gains the capacity of multi-direction
motion with the use of some user-friendly interface like joystick, with which
beginners of ROV using can benefit from its ease of use and flexibility. This year, we
made an attempt of building a sophisticated propulsion system of its versatile
movements and ease of use.
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Experiment #2
Engineering goal
Subtle water flow would inevitably cause troubles when ROVs desire to stay
relatively still for observation, instead of making use of expensive inertia navigation
system, we tended to utilize simply an accelerometer and a digital gyroscope to
gauge the force and orientation of stream flow, then steady ROVs in a relatively fixed
station by controlling the thrusters to generate thrusts counteracting the impact of
interfering water stream.
Preparation
Experimental apparatus: a piece of 3-aixs accelerometer, a spring dynamometer,
a microcontroller modeled PIC16F690, thruster which is going to be attached on ENS
for testing, an empty bottle.
Group discussion
Firstly, we analyzed how water flow affects ROVs in water. Once there is strong
water flow shift ROVs while they are desired to be still, acceleration is produced and
drive ROVs away from where it aspired to stay, but gradually decreases because of
the water friction, finally ROVs translate at constant velocity, so if we want to figure
out the force of current, we have to measure the acceleration produced at once it
occurs at the sack of eliminate the impact of water friction.
Design Concept
Circumstance #1
Side shifting

Interfering water flow

Circumstance #2
Yawing

Thrusts generated by motors
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Procedures
We learnt how 3-axis accelerometer works and tried to obtain the acceleration
and the direction of acceleration from it (Figure 20 and Figure 6). With mass of the
ROV, level of acceleration and the direction of acceleration, it is easy to calculate the
force of the water flow by Newton’s second law F=ma, where F is defined as force
acting on ROV, m is defined as mass of ROV and a is defined as acceleration acting on
ROV.
As we knew that we have to output particular amount of thrust to counteract
the water flow, we tested the thrust generated by different duty cycle output
pulse-width modulation (PWM) control, in order to find the association between
duty cycle and thrust produced a thruster. As we assume that when the force of
water flow equals the combined opposite thrust generated, ROVs can remain still in
water. If the association between thrust and PWM duty cycle is found, we can utilize
the PWM function of microcontroller to produce particular amount of combined
thruster by thrusters. The experimental mock-up is shown as Figure 5. The empty
bottle functioned as floatation in the case. We respectively measure the thrust
produced at the frequency of 4.9 KHz when the duty is 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%,
60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% and Figure 7 shows the results and with the help of
“Excel”, roughly is the equation found.

Figure 20: Circuit systematic of Experiment #2
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Figure 6: Circuit Board for testing use

The association between thrust produced and duty cycle
100%
y = -0.0222x2 + 0.2821x + 0.093

Duty cycle of 'ON' time

90%
80%
70%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

10%
0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Thrust(N)
Figure 7: The association between thrust produced and duty cycle
After we designed the circuit and downloaded the program into the
microcontroller. We tested the device by pushing it forward, backward, from side to
side and to other angles, simulating the water flow. We use Visual Basic for testing
platform. Basically, microcontroller sends the data of acceleration to Visual Basic for
further analyzing and interprets the result as a dynamic animation. It works pretty
well in the process of simulation.
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Data Analysis
For part of data analysis, we mainly analyses acceleration of ROV and the
association of thrust and output of duty cycle. For acceleration analysis, we divided
the horizontal acceleration of ROV into X-axis direction and Y-axis direction using a
3-axis accelerometer, and then, using the second Newton’s second law F=ma, the
force of water flow can be calculated when the mass of ROV is known, the whole
process of calculation is done by microcontroller.
After having the force of water flow of X direction and Y direction, ROV can
remain still by produced the equal thrust in opposite direction. However, the key is to
produce a particular thrust by using pulse-width modulation. So we focused on
figuring out the relationship between thrust produced and duty cycle of PWM. We
respectively measure the thrust produced when the duty is 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% and Figure 5 shows the results and with the help of
“Excel”, roughly is the equation found. Having the equation is ideal for
microcontroller’s processing operation, thus, we can utilize the PWM function of
microcontroller and control thruster to output particular thrust to counteract
dynamic water flow.
Limitation
We conducted our search on the concern about horizontal impart of water flow,
in fact, we should have taken the subtle vertical impart of water flow into account
also. For the following improvement of this experiment, we will put vertical impact of
water stream as another consideration, conducting a more comprehensive research.
Because of limitation of time and venue, we haven’t put it into practice in real
environment such as lake and sea; we might have found more factors affecting the
stability of ROV.

Experiment #3
Pre-discussion
There are many accidents during operations are related to tether getting
entangled in undersea obstacles, which is prone to cause disastrous damages to the
remotely operated vehicles and bad impacts to the eco-system. Knowing how severe
16
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it is if tether get entangled, we made a discussion about how this phenomenon
occurs so frequently.
Reasons:
Low Visibility under sea
Poor lighting equipment is available
Complicated landscape
Over excessive length of tether under sea
After a further discussion about workable solutions to the problem, we made a
simply internet-based search about how light travels in water so well as which
colored light is absorbed the most in water.
After internet scouting, we knew that light with shorter wavelength is absorbed
the less in water and that is why sea water looks blue (blue light is shortwave) in
color. Although purple light and blue light might be right optional for our, it seems no
use in filter long-wave light in order to remain short-wave light purely. As we know it
is terribly costly to upgrade light system of ROV, instead of spending too much time
on the study of light source, we started to focus on finding out a material having
excellent performance of light reflection in water which helps us more easily spot
and untie the entangled cable while the cable is covered with that material with
which. In the experiment, we gauged the illumination of seven potential cloths and
paints from our daily necessaries in water to determine the light reflection
performance of each.
The goal of this experiment
This experiment is aimed at determining the light reflection performance of
seven ubiquitous and inexpensive materials from our dairy life by measuring the
illumination of each sample in various distances from the light source in water. Finally,
decide whether the sample chosen is proper to cover on tether and whether the
material is reasonable in price so that it can be applied on tether of ROV.
Furthermore, highly reflective materials can also apply on some underwater wrecks,
electric power cables as well as reefs as warning signs, therefore, to form a safe
environment under sea.
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Preparation
Experiment apparatus: Four waterproofed spot lights, a luminance meter, and a
ruler. Seven Samples: White tether skin, reflective film, reflective board, reflective
fishing line, reflective paint, reflective vest.

reflective board

reflective vest

reflective fishing line

reflective film

reflective paint

Experimental venue
A small water tank which is 1 meters deep, 1.3 meters long and 0.8meters wide.
Ruler as a reference of distance
between the sample and light source
Waterproofed
spot lights

Luminance meter
Sample being
tested
18
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Experimental venue

Testing materials in the environment simulating deep sea

Procedures
Firstly, we have to decide the samples from
our daily necessaries to be tested in water which
is potential to have high light reflection
performance in water. Finally, we chose seven of
those with light reflection features, that is,
normal white tether, reflection film, reflection
film for bicycle, reflection vest, reflection fish
string, and reflection oil paint.
Covering samples on tether for
testing

In this experiment, we will place the samples
on a flat board, illuminate them with a spot light and gauge the illumination of seven
potential cloths and in water with a luminance meter to determine the light
reflection performance one by one. However, we noticed that the reflective effect of
the sample supporting board may lead to inaccuracy of the data collected, so we
have to find a proper sample holder which has extremely low light reflection
performance and affects the experimental result the least. Eventually, we decided to
make use of frosted black acrylic sheet for sample holder.
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Lastly, we gauge the illumination of each sample in 6 different distances from
the light source. Interpret the data into a graph about illumination measured and
distance from the power source. Finally, we brought the result of this experiment
into practice, that is, we covered those seven materials on the tether and judged
whether the light reflection in reality to see whether experimental result matches
the data collected.
Illumination of working light bulb is 130Lux at the distance of 8.5cm from which
as a reference data. Figure 8 shows the data collected.
Data collection
Distance between the sample and light source (cm)
Materials

28.5cm

38.5cm

48.5cm

58.5cm

68.5cm

78.5cm

Illumination(Lux)
Normal white

10

8

6

5

4

3

Reflection film

53

38

31

26

23

20

reflection film for
bicycle

6

5

6

6

6

6

Reflection vest

150

135

132

126

109

80

Reflection fish
string

10

7

6

5

5

5

Reflective paint

96

81

43

32

21

13

tether
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Data interpretation

Light reflection performance of six materials
160

140

Illumination(Lux)

120
Normal tether skin

100

Reflective film

80

Reflective board

60

Reflective vest

40

Reflective fishing line
Reflective paint

20
0
28.5

38.5

48.5

58.5

68.5

78.5

Distance between the sample and light source (cm)
Figure 8: Light reflection performance of six materials
Conclusion
From the graph, we can clearly find the
reflective vest has the greatest reflection capacity out
of six selected materials tested. For deeply
knowledge about the structure about the reflective
vest, we found that main reflection rationale of
reflective vests and reflective films is retroreflection,
basically, there is a layer of glass beads on
Figure 9: Rationale of
retro-reflective material for light reflection.
retroreflection
Retroreflection occurs when light rays are returned in
the direction from which they came by going through two refractions and one total
internal reflection. Since very little light is scattered when the light is returned,
retroreflective materials has great ability of light reflection. Figure 9 shows the basic
physics principle of retroreflection.
Finally, we decided to cover the reflective vest on the tether to enhance the
visibility of tether because it is low cost and widely accessible.
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Testing in the lake
After having finished the experiment, we were all aspired to make a real testing
in water, finally, we decided to have a trial in the Sai Van Lake, and the visual effect
came to be really great as the photo record shown below.

Preparation before launching ENS

Brightness gained after covering
reflective vest

Design rationale---ROV Building
Frame & Structure
The main constructing material of ENS is
PVC pipe. It was chosen for its
inexpensiveness, lightness, anti-corrosiveness,
ease of assembly. ENS is built in a
Cube-shaped, for the flexibility of placing
payloads. More importantly, cube-shaped
design is the most appreciate frame design
for the use of sophisticated propulsion
Painted frame of ROV
system. Besides, we also utilized a couple of
aluminum rod for payload support. As the photos shown on the right side, we
beautified the frame of ENS with oil spray, making it look more stunning and modern.
Please find the mechanical drawings (Figure 10) beneath.
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Figure 10

Oblique view of ENS

Vertical view of ENS

Front view of ENS

Lateral view of ENS
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Propulsion system
After a long period of discussion, we chose to
try a sophisticated thruster arrangement using four
for horizontal movement while another three for
vertical movement to strengthen the moving
capability of the robot, allowing ROV to go forward,
go backward, making turns as well as translate in
parallel stably.
We respectively assembled four pumps at
Final thruster duct design
those four corners of ROV for the horizontal
direction motion (Figure10). Although it will increase the payload, operator can
control it more accurately with versatile movements using control interface like
joystick or sheering wheel.
We assembled three pumps into an
isosceles triangle (Figure 11) for the vertical
direction motion. Two pumps were installed in the
front part while the third one was at the rear. We
had this kind of thruster arrangement is on the
consideration of offering more support for the
heavy manipulator at the front during moving
upward.

Figure 11: Isosceles-triangle-like

Vertical thruster arrangement
After testing, we notice that ducts can
concentrate the water flow generated by propellers’ spinning, thus, enhance the
thruster produced. Finally, we mounted totally seven 2-inch PVC coupling
surrounding both horizontal motors and vertical motors.
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Camera
It is not easy to completely waterproof a camera, so we
decided to directly use waterproofed cameras. Being
whether able to accomplish the tasks or not, where to place
the cameras really matters. We respectively put two cameras
in the front and on the top of ROV focusing on manipulator
respectively. In order to gain panoramic view in water, we
decided to mount a high torque gear motor (Figure 12) to the
waterproofed camera and we can have the panoramic view
by rotating the front camera with a gear motor. With no
doubt, another camera is designed for gripper, which is used
to do sophisticated work in need of close sight.

Figure 12: Wide angle
Camera with a
gear-motor

Manipulators
In the very beginning, we preferred
to install two manipulators on the ROV,
one was for grubbing objects form the
bottom while the other was for twisting
the value wheel. However, knowing two
separated manipulator would greatly
increase the weight of our ROV, we
decided to make the two manipulators
potable during missions, one is the
manipulator shown on the right side, the
other one is called “Wheel turner (Figure

Manipulator installed in the front of ENS

1) By the way, we no need to waterproof high torque motors integrated in
Manipulator which is just driven at merely 3V-6V.
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Fluid specimens collecting device
This device consists of motors, syringes and
plastic tubes (Figure 13). We fixed the plastic tube at
the front of the syringe then linked up the rear of the
motor and the syringe by wires. The principle of it is
that making use of the pressure difference to absorb
the liquid sample. There are things where pump can’t
compare with it as it can decline the load and the
electricity wastage of ROV. We can have different
amounts of sample by using syringe with different
capacities.
Figure 13: Liquid sampler
driven by syringes

Electronics
Communication with RS485
The control system we used is divided
into two parts, a control panel and an on
board control unit. We deeply know that if
we want to transmit data from sheer to
ROV in long distance stably, we need to use
some long-distance communication
technology to form a feed-back control
Figure 14: Basic connection using RS485
system, thus, we use the IC RS485 which
allows relatively long distance signal
transmission (Figure 14). (Up to 4000 feet or just over 1200 meters) We use the
combination of PIC16F690 and MAX485 to communicate between sheer and ROV
with long tether.
The advantage of using this technology is not only for long-distance
communication, thinner and fewer cables is acceptable in this case, so that it can
reduce costs and weight of ROVs. And if you want to change or debug, you just need
to download an amended program to the Microcontroller without any hardware
modifications.
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Eventually, we used 2 microcontrollers (PIC16F690) for both control panel and
on board control unit and used the built-in Serial protocol for communication. So we
separated the control system into the part of control panel and part of on board
control unit.
Control interface
Learning from last year’s competition, we
let go of just using dozens of switches with
which it’s really complicated for us to steer ROV,
instead, we tried using joystick as the main
control interface (Figure 15). Using a three-axis
joystick is a great innovation, it allows pilots to
manipulate the ROV more directly and handily,
the horizontal movement (parallel move and
turning) can be under control only by using one
hand. Accompany with the ability of velocity

Figure 15: Control panel for sheer

modulation, the stability of working underwater has been highly increased. Pilots can
just have to pick up a pocket controller like picking up a PSP to finish all the operation.
Once the operation becomes easier, pilots can pay more attention on the main task
hence the successful rate of accomplishing the tasks will absolutely be higher.

Electronics rationale of control
panel
By using the ADC module in the
microcontroller, we can read the
status of joystick and the status of
switches. After that, microcontroller
will analyze of these voltage data, and
convert those analog signals to digital
data, and then transmit them to the
onboard control unit for thrusters and
manipulator control by RS485 module.
Please find the circuit scheme (Figure
17) and program diagram (Figure 16)
Figure 16: Program diagram of control panel
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Figure 17: Circuit scheme of control panel

Onboard control unit
Secondly, we preferred to build our
ROV with an onboard waterproofed console
containing the core circuit of ROV. With this
meticulous design, we can deploy our ROV
with merely two pairs of wires, one is for
power source while the other is for control
signal and data feedback, furthermore, the
waterproofed console also provide
floatation for ROV. Isn’t it a method of killing
two birds with one stone?

OH! That is what inside the onboard
control unit
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Electronics rationale of onboard
control unit
Having received the data from the
control panel, the microcontroller in the
onboard unit will interpret the data into
PWM (Pulse width Modulation) signal,
and the original PWM signal will be
amplified via amplification unit and sent
to the H-Bridge motor circuits for
thrusters control so that our ROV can go
forward, backward, side walk, turning,
move upwards as well as operation of
manipulator. Please find the circuit
scheme (Figure 19) and program diagram
(Figure 18)

Figure 18: Program diagram of onboard
control unit

Figure 19: Circuit scheme of onboard control unit
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Electronics Housing
Initially, we had the idea of putting all circuit broads in a waterproofed case for
the on broad control unit installed on the top of the ROV. It works pretty well after
we waterproofed the cable joint without any slots. For double precaution, we adopt
the water-resistance paint to overcome water leakage and we just have to apply a
layer of it on the welded circuit board for waterproofing. Experiments also showed
that the water-resistance plastic circuits are highly credible because we have
accidentally exposed the painted circuit boards twice in the water without crippling
them because of the water-resistance paint.
Tether
Although wireless
electromagnetic waves can be transmit
through water at a specific hertz,
placing batteries on an underwater
robot is not wise, in addition, it would
be troublesome to get a wireless ROV
Reflective vest on the tether
back if it was out of control, so ROVs
are always attached with long electricity wires. But the wires are easy to be knotted
and get stuck in the rock because of the darkness underwater, this is constantly
increasing the difficulty of controlling the ROV. Giving it up could be the only choice
under the worst situation. For twisting this situation, we realized that we can put
some light-reflecting material on the wires so that they can still be visual in the
darkness, and the knots can be untied much easily.

Budget sheet
Main financial support from The Science and Technology Development Fund of
Macau and Education department of Macau
1. Expense for trip to Houston: US$ 125,000
2. Financial support for building materials: US$ 1250
Financial support from Keang Peng School
1. Financial support for building materials: US$ 300
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Expenditure table for materials

Item

Quantity(per piece or
per batch)

Price (US$)

Total (US$)

Materials for ROV constructing
PVC pipe

1

25

25

2

3.75

7.5

1

6.25

6.25

1

16

16

Johnson Pump

7

43.75

306.25

Joystick

1

11.25

11.25

Manipulator

1

37.5

37.5

Epoxy

3

3.75

11.25

Gear Motor

1

3.5

3.5

6-speed Gearbox

1

6.25

6.25

Camera

2

125

250

Rod coupling

7

1.5

10.5

Tether

1

37.5

37.5

4

8.125

32.5

1

12.5

12.5

Waterproofed
case(Plastics)
Bolts and nuts
Waterproofed
case(aluminum)

H-bridge motor driver
circuit board
Elemental electronic
component

Components for experiment use
PIC16F690

2

2.5

5

3-axis accelerometer

1

5

5

Digital gyroscope

1

5.625

5.625

Reflective vest

5

0.15

0.75

Reflective film

10

2.875

28.75

Reflective board

1

1.75

1.75

Reflective paint

1

12.5

12.5

Reflective fishing line

3

2.25

6.75
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Waterproofed spot
light
Total

4

2010-2011

7.5

30

US$ 870

Limitation & Future improvements
Experiment #1
Knowing that building a new ROV really takes time, we have so far tested the
two propulsion system in merely a ROV. That means we have not taken the shape
and the structure of ROVs into account, so it may be a big defect of this experiment.
Anyway, in the coming future, we would do us best to implement this kind of
propulsion system in different kind of ROVs to find out the most versatile and
reasonable-in-price propulsion system for most ROVs.
Experiment #2
We conducted our search on the concern about horizontal impart of water flow,
in fact, we should have taken the subtle vertical impart of water flow into account
also. For the following improvement of this experiment, we will put vertical impact of
water stream as another consideration, conducting a more comprehensive research.
As we deeply know about the limitations of this experiment, we would engage
ourselves in the research of analyzing the water flow with 3D analysis methods.
Experiment #3
According to physic principles, we learnt that reflective vest cannot achieve its
optimal light reflection performance in water as it does in air. Next, we are planning
to design a type of glass beads for water usage by adjusting the curvature of glass
beads.
Furthermore, the vertical propulsion sub system seems to be less stable then the
horizontal one. Next year, we are planning to build a special function which allows
ROV to stay in specific depth simulating submarine. That means we can deploy our
ROV in a particular level we want by insert the depth we want it to be. We all look
forward to this challenging design to be done next year!
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Trouble shooting
Tether corrosion
Although you may think tether is in the least risk of malfunction, in fact, tether
plays a crucial role as a part of ROV transferring electricity throughout ROV. We have
once got in trouble as we notice that all thrusters are not able to generate as much
as thruster they used to. The first idea came across our mind is that ducts may be the
culprits for it, but it seems there was nothing wrong with the ducts surrounding
propellers, then we spent more or less three days to scrutiny almost every
component of our ROV, expect tether which is consider as the most reliable part of
our ROV. Finally, with the help of God’s grace, we discovered that the core copper of
the tether was corroded by ion-rich water. It arouse us of not to omit any potential
risk would make fatal crashes.

Challenges & Solutions
Waterproofing
We find it difficult to completely
waterproof the onboard control unit in which
there are many circuit boards processing the
signal transmitted from the surface. Since we
realized that water leakage is prone to cause
disastrous damages to the ROV, we tried
almost every single attempt to seal the
onboard control unit, for example, Vaseline,
Waterproofed cable jacks
epoxy, even plastic tape, but it seems if we
leave out the cable joints connecting to the waterproofed case, leakage is inevitable.
Fortunately, after we put more efforts to seal the cable joints, leakage no longer
existed.
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Skill gained
We have learnt many meaningful lessons during this activity. We all agreed that
the most important skill gained is the ability to work smoothly with teammates. As a
team leader, I found myself a little bit bossy and sometimes make my teammates
feels uncomfortable. What impressed me the most is that team leader is supposed to
help his teammates get out of dilemma, instead of throwing pieces of complaints.
Communication is the key of teamwork. I have learnt that if I want to run a team well,
I have to know them more than they know me so that I can invite my teammates to
join the big family.
Work is game. I always emphasize that we are not working, but we are playing
and enjoying. Group members will always feel comfortable and self-motivated when
they know what they are doing is not a competition, what they are pursuing is not
the result of the competition. Yes, we always bear in mind that we have been winner
already because we can put our effort on helping the world.

Reflection on the experience
Madao
Building a ROV is a difficult work for only one person, but it’s not a hard work for
a team. In these months, we have ever got into trouble, and we thought out the
solutions together; when we finished one part, we were very excited. In this process,
we shared happiness, we also have much fun. In this period of time, we built our ROV
from 0% to 99%. You may ask why I said that our ROV is just 99% finished but not
100%, it’s because the evolution of our ROV never ends!
Bear
To me, I think a good time management is critical for building a ROV. As we are
studying in a traditional Chinese-based high school, we have to spend much more
time on mechanics learning and it’s really hard to get the balance between academic
study and working with ROV.
In spite of tough work and disputes, on the whole, I enjoy every single moment
working with my teammate and the moment when we got missions done.
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Leon
Speaking as the team leader of our ROV team, I think I can have done better to
devote to my job. I didn’t really knowledge that time management is such a critical
factor for success until I took part in this meaningful event. Proper time table,
schedule, appropriate work assignment, group deviation, regular discussions,
whatever, those are challenging for us. Anyway, I am sure all of us have got
memorable experiences because the more we have undergone, the more mature we
are.
Kit
It’s my second time for me to get involved in Hong Kong ROV Challenge. I feel
really glad that I have an opportunity to work with my group mates. In spite of being
misled by red herrings at the very beginning, we all worked at a same goal in a nice
atmosphere. I always relive the day when we are working at school until 10pm
because I believe that “No pain, no gain”.
Wallace
Doing record of our daily work is a meaningful work for me, we worked together,
ate together, laughed together, rowed together, went home at 10PM together.
Friendship and solitary can be rendered from each of photos, every single moment is
worth reliving. I am looking forward to next year’s HK ROV Challenge again.
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